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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Title SlideGood morning.  My name is Robert Berger and I work in BMC’s Data Analysis Group.  I am also the manager of BMC’s Household Travel Survey, which became the Maryland Travel Survey or MTS.  Today I will be providing you with a  first look at the MTS results for the Baltimore Region.  Most of the data presented today is broken out by jurisdiction, to begin to see the similarities and contrasts among the jurisdictions.  



Presentation Outline 

• Survey Overview
• Survey Results

– Demographics
– Travel Behavior

• Public Access Database and                                
Other Data Requests

• Questions and Comments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation OutlineFirst, I’ll provide an overview of the MTS.Next, I’ll present Survey Results for the Baltimore Region, both demographics and travel behavior. Then, I’ll discuss a Public Access Database that will be available to you soon, as well as other opportunities for our local governments to make  data requests.Finally, I will take your questions and comments, which I ask you to please hold until the end of the presentation.  
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Households Surveyed (Baltimore Region):  6,854

• May 2018 – July 2019
• 6,854 households surveyed
• Total of 14,745 persons (2.2 persons per household)
• 13,023 responded using a one-day travel diary
• 1,722 used a smartphone app 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Households SurveyedHouseholds that agreed to participate in the survey were asked to record the activities and travel of all household members for a twenty-four (24) hour period. The first travel date was in May 2018 and the final travel date was in July 2019.We surveyed more than 6,800 Baltimore Region Households or just under 15,0000 persons.Most responded using a one-day travel diary and  a smaller number used a smartphone app.  
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Trips Taken (Baltimore Region):  48,951

• 7,669 trips to work
• 1,858 trips to school
• 5,917 shopping trips
• Total of 48,951 trips (7.1 trips per HH)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trips TakenSurvey households made 49,000 trips, including more than 7,500 work trips, just under 2,000 trips to school, and nearly 6,000 shopping trips.



Survey Results

• Demographics -> Travel Behavior
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey ResultsThe MTS data that we collected will help us see the connections  between  demographics, e.g. household size,  and travel behavior, e.g.  the number of trips a household makes.  Today, with one exception,  I will  present demographics and travel behavior separately;but in future presentations I’ll show the relationships between them.  
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Household Size by Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Household Size by JurisdictionTwo-person households make up about a third of all households in the region.One-person households comprise the largest share of households in  Baltimore City.  The preponderance of larger households are located in Carroll, Harford, and Howard Counties.  
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Workers per HH by Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workers per HH by Jurisdiction-     Zero- and One- Worker Households are common in all JurisdictionsTwo Plus-Worker Households are most common in Carroll and Howard counties, where they  comprise fifty percent (50%) of all households.



Summary of Household Size and Workers

- Two-person households make up about a third of all households in the 
Baltimore Region.

- One-person households comprise the largest share of households in 
Baltimore City. 

- The preponderance of larger households (Four-person and greater) are 
located in Carroll, Harford, and Howard counties.  

- Zero- and One-Worker Households are common in all jurisdictions.
- Two Plus-Worker Households are most common in Carroll and Howard 

counties, where they comprise fifty percent (50%) of all households.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary of Household Size and WorkersPlease note that throughout the presentation, I have recapitulated my comments on Summary Slides, so that you have them.  
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Housing Type by Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Housing Type by JurisdictionNo surprise: The largest share of suburban households live in single-family detached houses.  A smaller share live in apartments or condominiums, as well as single-family attached houses. In Baltimore City, the largest share of households live in single-family attached houses or in apartments or condominiums.  I am sad to report that the share of households that live in a mobile home or trailer is one percent (1%) or less in all jurisdictions.  
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Housing Tenure by Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Housing Tenure by JurisdictionA majority of households own their home, although those numbers are slightly higher in  Carroll, Harford, and Queen Anne’s counties, and slightly lower in Baltimore City.  Renting is far more common in Baltimore City than it is in the suburban jurisdictions.  Carroll County has the lowest share of renters at 8.8%.



Summary of Housing Type and Tenure

- The largest share of suburban households live in single-family detached 
houses.  A smaller share live in apartments or condominiums, as well as 
single-family attached houses 

- In Baltimore City, the largest share of households live in single-family 
attached houses or in apartments or condominiums.  

- The share of households that live in a mobile home or trailer is 1 percent  
or less in all jurisdictions.

- A majority of households own their home, although those numbers are 
slightly higher in Carroll, Harford, and Queen Anne’s counties, and slightly 
lower in Baltimore City.

- Renting is far more common in Baltimore City than it is in the suburban 
jurisdictions; Carroll County has the lowest share of renters at 8.8 percent.
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Vehicles per Household by Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicles per Household by JurisdictionTwo-Car Households and One- Car Households are common in most jurisdictions. Three Plus-Car Households are prevalent in Anne Arundel, Harford, and Howard counties. Baltimore City has a comparatively large share of One-Car Households.It also has the largest share of Zero Car Households, just under 23 percent (23%).The share of Zero Car Households in other jurisdictions is significantly lower than in the City.



Summary of Vehicles per Household

- Two-Car Households and One-Car Households are common in most 
jurisdictions.

- Three or More-Car Households are prevalent in Anne Arundel, Harford, and 
Howard counties. 

- Baltimore City has a comparatively large share of One-Car Households; it 
also has the largest share of Zero Car Households, just under 23 percent.

- The share of Zero Car Households in other jurisdictions is significantly 
lower than in Baltimore City.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary of Vehicles per Household
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Person Trips by Juris by Trip Purpose (%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Person Trips by Juris by Trip Purpose (%)- Work trips, that is, trips to and from work, represent about 25 percent (25%) of all daily trips.  The share of Work trips  is somewhat lower in Queen Anne’s County at            just under 17 percent (17%).The largest share of trips, 45 percent (45%) region-wide, are for shopping and errands.Social and Recreational trips make up  another 25 percent (25%).   The share of Social and Recreational trips is somewhat higher in Queen Anne’s County at 32 percent (32%). 
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Person Trips by Juris by Trip Purpose
(Daily Trip Rate)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Person Trips by Juris by Trip Purpose (Daily Trip Rate)A second and perhaps more intuitive way of looking at Trip Purpose is the number of Daily Trips that people make.  Please note that these numbers include people who did not travel on their travel day.  In any case, Baltimore Region residents make, on average, just over two trips (2.17) per weekday, including one trip for Shopping and Errands.
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Person Trips by Age by Trip Purpose
(Daily Trip Rate) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Person Trips by Age by Trip Purpose (Daily Trip Rate)This slide shows travel by age group, once again measured by Daily Trip Rates.Not surprisingly, Work Trips increase with age, until falling off around retirement age.  What is surprising is that the largest number of work trips are made by young adults ages 25 to 34.Trips for Shopping and Errands also increase with age, perhaps as people start families.But even the elderly continue to make a large number of Trips for Shopping and Errands.  A similar pattern holds for Social and Recreational Trips: The  Middle Elderly, Ages 75 to 84, make more Social and Recreational trips than Middle Age Adults. Overall, those between the ages of 25 and 75 travel the most.  Travel peaks in the 35 to 44 age group, which makes, on average, 2.2  trips per day.Note to Self: How does the above result in a regional average of 2.7 trips per day?Answer: Size of  Millennial and/or Baby Boom Generations (Age 56 to Age 74) 



Summary of Person Trips by Trip Purpose

- Work trips represent about 25 percent of all daily trips.  The share of Work 
trips is somewhat lower in Queen Anne’s County at just under 17 percent.

- The largest share of trips, 45 percent region-wide, are devoted to shopping 
and errands.

- Social and Recreational trips make up another 25 percent of trips.  The 
share of Social and Recreational trips is somewhat higher in Queen Anne’s 
County at 32 percent. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary of Person Trips by Trip Purpose
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No Travel by Jurisdiction (%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No Travel by Jurisdiction (%)On any given weekday,  just over 15 percent of Baltimore Region residents do not travel.  The  No Travel Share is slightly higher in Baltimore, Carroll, and Harford counties. The No Travel Share is slightly lower in Howard and Queen Anne’s counties.
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No Travel by Reason No Travel (%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No Travel by Reason No TravelWe asked people why they didn’t travel.The  most common response, at just under 23 percent (23%), was that they were on vacation, taking a personal day, or otherwise not scheduled to work.  About 15 percent (15%) said that they were sick or taking care of others. About 9 percent  (9%)  described themselves as Home-bound Elderly or Disabled.A smaller share, 2 percent (2%), said they had no transportation available.  



Public Access Database (PADB)
• PADB balances data confidentiality and utility.
• Contract signed with MTS Consultant, Westat.
• Will be delivered by end of calendar year 2020.

Other Data Requests
• BMC staff is available to research questions from our 

local governments using the MTS Dataset.
• Point of Contact: Robert Berger.
• Informal discussion with BMC Staff (recommended).
• Please submit requests in writing.  
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Public Access Database and                      
Other Data Requests

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to briefly discuss an MTS Public Access Database that will be available to you soon, but first I would like to provide some background: Household Travel Surveys are a Treasure Trove for Big Data Companies.  They tell you: where a household lives, where family members work, where their children go to school, where everyone shops, and the list goes on.The trick is to remove all this detail but retain enough information that the data is still useful.  That’s what a Public Access Database does.  It’s a balancing act.We’ve contracted with our MTS consultant Westat to design a PADB for BMC, which we will then provide to you.  We expect the final product to be delivered by the end of Calendar Year 2020.  Then, if you wish, you will be able to perform your own data analysis.  Other Data RequestsIn addition, BMC staff is available to research questions from our local governments using the MTS Dataset.  Point of Contact: Robert Berger.Informal discussion with BMC Staff (recommended) (to make sure we have the data.)Please submit requests in writing: Forces you to be Clear, Avoids Misunderstandings.



For More Information

Robert Berger| Senior Transportation Planner
410-732-0500 x1037 | rberger@baltometro.org | www.baltometro.org

@BALTOMETROCOUNCIL @BALTIMORE METROPOLITAN COUNCIL @BALTIMORE METROPOLITAN COUNCIL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there are Questions or Comments, I would be happy to take them now.
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